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Permission for Posting Presentation Materials  
on Scholarship@Western (http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/) 

 
 
The Western Research Forum has entered into a collaborative project with Western 
Libraries (WL) by which materials (e.g., abstracts, papers, posters, PowerPoint slides, etc.) 
presented at the Conference will be made publicly accessible online via 
Scholarship@Western, a portal created to showcase presenters’ scholarship and to 
facilitate knowledge sharing.  If you would like to participate in this project, please read the 
terms below carefully, provide the requested information on the attached form, sign it, and 
submit it to the Conference organizer.   
 
To participate, you must agree on these terms:  
 

1. You grant non-exclusive permission for WL to archive your materials online and 
make them publicly accessible for distribution and download via 
Scholarship@Western.  The permission is not a copyright transfer.  You retain the 
copyright of your materials.   

 
2. You grant non-exclusive permission for WL to preserve your materials for perpetual 

online access via Scholarship@Western.  The reason is that file formats such as .pdf 
and .ppt may become obsolete in the future.  In order to ensure that the materials 
remain accessible and viewable, WL will convert obsolete formats to new ones if 
needed.   

 
3. If there is copyrighted content (e.g., images, video clips, etc.) used in your materials, 

you have to ensure that your use of the content is legally acceptable and does not 
constitute copyright infringement.   

 
If you have a paper for your presentation, please note that some journal publishers may 
view the paper as already published and reject it for publication if it is posted online for 
free public access.  Therefore, you should think about whether you are going to submit the 
paper to a journal.  If you do not want to have your paper posted online, you can consider 
giving WL permission to showcase a poster, PowerPoint slides, or an abstract of your 
presentation instead.   
 
You have the right to withdraw your materials after they have been made publicly 
accessible via Scholarship@Western.  To do that, you have to make a request to WL by e-
mail (libadmin@uwo.ca) and provide the specific information of your materials.  
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Permission for Posting Presentation Materials  
on Scholarship@Western (http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/) 

 
To have your presentation materials (e.g., abstracts, papers, posters, PowerPoint slides, 
etc.) posted on Scholarship@Western for public access, please provide the requested 
information below, sign this form, and submit it to the Conference organizer.  Please also 
give or send an electronic file of your materials to the Conference organizer after abstract 
submission and before the date of Conference. This form may be emailed to 
sogs.academiccommittee@gmail.com. 
 
I/We grant Western Libraries permission to post my/our presentation materials on 
Scholarship@Western.   
 
Title of presentation:            

              

 
Keywords about presentation (optional):          

 
              

 
Notes/remarks/acknowledgement (optional):         

 
              

 
 
Name:     Signature:     *E-mail:     
 
Institutional affiliation:       Date:      
 
Name:     Signature:     *E-mail:     
 
Institutional affiliation:       Date:      
 
Name:     Signature:     *E-mail:     
 
Institutional affiliation:       Date:      
 
Name:     Signature:     *E-mail:     
 
Institutional affiliation:       Date:      
 
Name:     Signature:     *E-mail:     
 
Institutional affiliation:       Date:      
 
* Western Libraries tracks downloads of materials made publicly accessible via 
Scholarship@Western.  If you provide your e-mail address(es), you will receive download 
statistics if your materials have been downloaded.  Your e-mail address(es) will not be 
displayed online or shared with any third party.   
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